Electrostatic Solitary Waves in the Solar Wind: Evidence for Instability at Solar Wind Current Sheets
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[1] A strong spatial association between bipolar electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) and magnetic current sheets (CSs) in the solar wind is reported here for the first time. This association requires that the plasma instabilities (e.g., Buneman, electron two stream) which generate ESWs are preferentially localized to solar wind CSs. Distributions of CS properties (including shear angle, thickness, solar wind speed, and vector magnetic field change) are examined for differences between CSs associated with ESWs and randomly chosen CSs. Possible mechanisms for producing ESW-generating instabilities at solar wind CSs are considered, including magnetic reconnection.


1. Introduction

[2] Electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) are often observed as coherent bipolar pulses in electric field data. They are observed in diverse plasma environments, including Earth’s auroral region [Ergun et al., 1998a], plasma sheet [Pickett et al., 2009], magnetopause [Matsumoto et al., 2003], magnetotail [Matsumoto et al., 1994; Andersson et al., 2009], cusp region [Pickett et al., 2001], and bow shock [Bale et al., 1998], as well as in the free solar wind [Mangeney et al., 1999] and in association with interplanetary shocks [Williams et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2007]. ESWs have also been generated in laboratory settings using an electron beam [Lefebvre et al., 2010] and as a product of laboratory magnetic reconnection [Fox et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2012].

[3] Extensive theoretical and simulation work (see Schamel, 2012 and references therein) has shown that ESWs are well described as Bernstein–Greene–Kruskal (BGK) ion or electron phase space holes [Bernstein et al., 1957] generated from beam, two-stream, or Buneman instabilities. For most ESW observations, potential sources of these instabilities have been identified. ESWs have been associated with ion and/or electron beams in laboratory plasmas [Lefebvre et al., 2010], beams generated by reflection at Earth’s bow shock [Bale et al., 1998], beams generated by reflection at shock ramps [Williams et al., 2005], and by double layer related beams in the auroral region [Ergun et al., 1998b] and magnetotail [Andersson et al., 2009]. ESWs have also been associated with the modified two-stream instability (MTSI) at supercritical interplanetary shocks [Wilson et al., 2010]. Counter streaming electron fluxes have been observed simultaneously with ESWs in Earth’s plasma sheet [Pickett et al., 2009], and ESW observations in the magnetotail, magnetopause, and in laboratory settings have been associated with reconnection events [Cattell et al., 2005; Matsumoto et al., 2003; Fox et al., 2008]. ESWs previously observed in the solar wind have been identified by [Mangeney et al., 1999] as weak double layers.

[4] Many authors have observed ESWs in simulations of magnetic reconnection, including (1) ESWs generated by Buneman instability alone [Drake et al., 2003; Goldman et al., 2008], (2) ESWs generated by a two-step process transitioning from Buneman to Lower Hybrid and electron two-stream instability [Che et al., 2010], and (3) ESWs generated by streaming instabilities at a variety of guide field strengths using realistic proton to electron mass ratios [Lapenta et al., 2011]. All simulations have found ESWs localized to the reconnection separatrices, regions of high current and magnetic shear.

[5] In this work, a strong spatial association is demonstrated between current sheets (CSs) and ESWs in the solar wind. The properties of solar wind ESWs and CSs are then examined, and possibilities for active beam, two-stream, or Buneman instabilities at solar wind CSs are discussed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the data set, detection algorithms for ESWs and CSs, as well as observed distributions of ESW and CS properties are presented. Possible sources for instabilities at solar
containing ESWs is unexpectedly large given that phenomena with an average of 0.5 mV/m. The percentage of TDS captures peak-to-peak amplitudes range from 0.1 mV/m to 8 mV/m telemetered to the ground. These are nearly always E instrumental limitations, only two orthogonal E signals can be telemetered to ground. These are nearly always E⊥ and E∥. The E∥ component of the electric field is in general not telemetered to the ground.

2. Observations

This study utilizes data from the spin-stabilized Wind spacecraft, orbiting the first Lagrange point > 180 Re Sunward of the terrestrial bow shock, from 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2007.

Electric fields are studied using Wind Time Domain Sampler (Wind/TDS) waveform data [Bougeret al., 1995]. The data consist of 17 ms waveform captures of electric field data recorded at 120,000 samples per second by the Wind spin plane wire antennas operating as two orthogonal dipoles. The Wind spin plane is closely aligned with the ecliptic plane. The E⊥ wire booms are 100 m tip to tip, and the E∥ wire booms are 14 m tip to tip. The noise level is higher on E⊥ due to the shorter antenna lengths. Due to instrumental limitations, only two orthogonal E signals can be telemetered to ground. These are nearly always E⊥ and E∥. The E∥ component is likely to be of the same order as the E⊥ component. This ESW is largely bipolar in the E∥ direction and tripolar in the Eperp direction. Panel C of

wind CSs are discussed in section 3, and conclusions are presented in section 4.

2.1. ESW Identification and Properties

Over the 12 studied months, 4,393, TDS captures containing bipolar ESW waveforms are found out of 58,591 total TDS captures (7.5%). This corresponds to an average of ~160 TDS events and ~12 ESW events per day. ESW peak-to-peak amplitudes range from 0.1 mV/m to 8 mV/m with an average of 0.5 mV/m. The percentage of TDS captures containing ESWs is unexpectedly large given that phenomena associated with stronger electric fields such as Langmuir, whistler, and ion-acoustic waves (5–50 mV/m) or dust impacts (15–200 mV/m) are often preferentially selected by the TDS. This suggests that ESWs are far more ubiquitous in the solar wind than is observed. Note that each ESW TDS capture may contain one or more individual bipolar ESW pulses.

To identify ESWs in the TDS data, events without sharp spikes are first excluded (those where the ratio (max E) / (mean E) is less than 2.1). ESW Identiﬁcation and Properties [Lin et al., 1995]. The data consist of 17 ms waveform captures of electric and perpendicular electric fields (e.g., [Zaslavsky et al., 2012]). The remaining waveforms are then examined by eye, and only those with isolated bipolar pulses (in either electric field component) are retained. For this study, isolated means that each bipolar pulse must be separated from other pulses or waves by at least one pulse width, deﬁned as three times the distance between the positive and negative bipolar pulse peaks.

Figure 1 shows a TDS waveform containing ESWs rotated into magnetic field aligned coordinates. Panel A (B) shows the electric field parallel, E∥ (perpendicular, E⊥), to the magnetic field. Vertical dashed lines in panels A and B indicate the portion of the waveform used to produce the hodogram in Panel C. This event was captured on 18 April 2007 at 07:36:19.363 when the interplanetary magnetic field lay nearly in the plane of the electric field booms (Bx = 1.62 nT, By = −1.60 nT, Bz = 0.08 nT, in GSE coordinates). The small angle between B and the XY GSE plane along with the larger than typical amplitude of this event ensures accurate determination of E∥. The determination of E⊥ is less accurate in this instance as only one dimension of E⊥ can be measured. If the ESWs are interpreted as electron phase space holes (as argued below), then E⊥ is expected to be symmetric about the magnetic field direction [Muschietti et al., 2002], implying that the unmeasured E⊥ component is likely to be of the same order as the measured E∥ component. This ESW is largely bipolar in the E∥ direction and tripolar in the Eperp direction. Panel C of
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Figure 1. Electrostatic solitary wave electric field waveform capture rotated into magnetic field aligned coordinates. (A) Electric field parallel to B. (B) Electric field perpendicular to B. (C) Hodogram of parallel and perpendicular electric fields.
Figure 1 shows a hodogram of the electric field for this event. Blue solid, green dashed, and red solid lines show $B$, $v_{sw}$, and $v_{ESW}$, which are the local magnetic field direction, solar wind direction, and bipolar axis of the ESW, respectively. The amplitude-symmetric (bipolar) axis of the hodogram ($v_{ESW}$) is closely aligned with $B$ while the amplitude-asymmetric part of the waveform (tripolar) is close to perpendicular to $B$. For this particular event, the longer $E_x$ antennas were nearly aligned perpendicular to $B$, while the shorter $E_y$ antennas were aligned nearly parallel to $B$.

[12] Tripolar signatures appear in $E_z$ because the Wind/TDS instrument is AC coupled and does not respond to electric fields below 120 Hz [Bougeret et al., 1995]. Without response below 120 Hz, narrow unipolar pulses ($< 5$ ms) in the plasma will appear as tripolar pulses in the TDS. Wide unipolar pulses ($> 5$ ms) are reduced to ripples. Narrow bipolar pulses are not as strongly affected by the Wind/TDS AC coupling. Figure 2 illustrates the AC coupling effect. In each panel, the solid black curve shows a signal with response below 120 Hz removed. Clockwise from the upper left, the panels show a 2 ms bipolar pulse, an 8 ms bipolar pulse, an 8 ms unipolar pulse, and a 2 ms unipolar pulse. Note that narrow bipolar pulses largely retain their bipolar shape, while unipolar pulses are strongly altered. Consistent with this effect, narrow ESWs in the Wind data show tripolar $E_{perp}$ while wider ESWs show only ripples in $E_z$. We therefore interpret the tripolar pulse in $E_z$ as an AC-coupled unipolar pulse.

[13] In order to identify the observed ESWs as electron or ion phase space holes, a rough estimate of the hole velocity can be made using ESW hodograms. Those ESWs traveling much faster than the solar wind velocity will move past the spacecraft primarily along the local magnetic field vector $B$, therefore showing a bipolar electric field along $B$ and a unipolar (tripolar in Wind/TDS data) electric field perpendicular to $B$. ESWs traveling slower than the solar wind velocity (even if they propagate in the direction of $B$) will move past the spacecraft primarily along the solar wind direction and therefore show a bipolar electric field along the solar wind velocity vector, $v_{sw}$, and a unipolar (tripolar in Wind/TDS data) electric field perpendicular to $v_{sw}$. ESWs traveling near $v_{sw}$ along $B$ will be bipolar along some direction between $B$ and $v_{sw}$ that depends on $v_{sw}$ and the speed of the ESW along $B$.

[14] For typical solar wind conditions (10 eV electrons, 400 km/s solar wind), $3v_{sw} \approx v_e$, where $v_e$ is the electron thermal velocity. If the ESWs are moving much faster than $v_{sw}$, they must also be moving faster than $v_e$, consistent with identification of the ESWs as electron phase space holes (EH).

[15] To perform this estimate of ESW velocity, only ESWs where $B$ lies within $5^\circ$ of the Wind spin plane are used (636 events) to ensure that hodograms can be determined accurately with respect to $B$. The hodogram of each ESW meeting this criteria was produced and the direction of the bipolar field determined by computing the principle axes of rotation for the hodogram shape. For a bipolar/unipolar structure, the principle axes of rotation are along the bipolar and unipolar directions (see Figure 1C). Hodograms subjected to the inertia tensor analysis are produced using only the highest amplitude isolated pulse in each TDS event to exclude the influence of adjacent wave or ESW structures.

[16] Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of $\theta_{ESW} - \gamma$, the angle between the direction of the bipolar axis of each ESW with respect to the solar wind direction, against $\theta_B - \gamma$, the angle between $B$ and $v_{sw}$. Here, $\theta_B - \gamma$ is defined from $0^\circ$ to $180^\circ$, while $\theta_{ESW} - \gamma$ is defined from $0^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ because the direction of ESW propagation with respect to $B$ has not yet been defined. Dashed lines show the expected behavior of points if ESW bipolar axes are oriented along $B$.

[17] ESWs moving much slower than $v_{sw}$ are convected past the spacecraft primarily by the solar wind flow and therefore will show bipolar character in the solar wind direction. These events will be clustered near $0^\circ$ for any $\theta_B - \gamma$. ESWs moving much faster than $v_{sw}$ are moving past the spacecraft primarily along the magnetic field direction and therefore will show bipolar character along the magnetic field direction,
implying that \( \theta_{\text{ESW}} - v = \theta_{B -} - v \) (red dashed lines). ESWs with velocity along the magnetic field of comparable magnitude to the solar wind convection velocity will appear scattered about \( \theta_{\text{ESW}} - v = \theta_{B -} - v \).

[18] Few ESWs appear to be moving slower than \( v_{sw} \). Instead, most events are scattered about \( \theta_{\text{ESW}} - v = \theta_{B -} - v \), consistent with ESWs traveling along local magnetic field lines with velocities comparable to or much faster than \( v_{sw} \approx 0.3 v_{sw} \). Figure 3 therefore suggests that solar wind ESWs are most likely EH, since their typical velocities are too large to be consistent with ion holes.

2.2. CS Identification

[19] In this study, CSs are identified using a modified version of the Partial Variance Increment (PVI) method of Greco et al. [2008]. In the PVI method, a CS is defined as a change in the magnetic field vector \( \langle \Delta B_{\text{ff}} \rangle \) that is large compared to typical fluctuations in \( \sum_{\Delta B_{\text{ff}}} \) over a scale size \( dt \) for a given interval of data. Specifically, the PVI method identifies CSs of scale \( dt \) as locations where the metric \( \Delta B_{\text{ff}} = \Delta B_{\text{ff}} / \sum_{\Delta B_{\text{ff}}} \) exceeds a threshold value \( \gamma \). Here, \( \Delta B_{B} = |B_{\text{t+}} - B_{\text{t}}| \) and \( \sum_{\Delta B_{\text{ff}}} = \sqrt{\langle \Delta B_{\text{ff}}^{2} \rangle} \), where the time average is performed over 1 day (approximately 9.4 \times 10^{5} magnetic field samples). PVI values exceeding \( \gamma \) correspond to strongly non-Gaussian magnetic field fluctuations. This study examines temporal scale sizes 0.092 < \( dt \) < 12s.

[20] To identify CSs at multiple scales using the PVI method, the quantity \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) is created by taking the maximum PVI across all studied scales for each time point. All values of \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) below \( \gamma \) are then set to 0, leaving only strongly non-Gaussian fluctuations. Where more than one adjacent point has \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) exceeding \( \gamma \), the largest \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) of those adjacent points is chosen to identify the CS. The \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) method efficiently identifies CSs of multiple scales in large data sets and returns the observed temporal duration of the CS in (sample rate units) by design, since each value of \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) is associated with a \( dt \) corresponding to the observed temporal duration of the CS signature.

[21] Each CS is assumed to be a locally planar three-dimensional structure with a normal determined by the cross product of the magnetic field vector one sample before the CS and one sample after the CS. This treatment is consistent with multi-spacecraft studies of solar wind CS geometry [Ketten et al., 2004] that identified nearly all solar wind CSs as tangential discontinuities. The spatial width of each CS is calculated as \( w_{CS} = \langle v_{sw} n_{B} \rangle dt \) where \( v_{sw} n_{B} \) is the component of the solar wind velocity along the direction of the CS normal and \( dt \) is the CS temporal duration determined from PVI analysis.

[22] Here, we choose a threshold of \( \gamma = 5 \) to pick out only strongly non-Gaussian magnetic field fluctuations (Greco et al., 2008). Adjusting this threshold to \( \gamma = 3 \) (\( \gamma = 7 \)) results in more (fewer) magnetic structures identified as CSs. With fewer (more) CSs, the calculated distances between ESWs and CSs increase (decrease), yet the results presented in section 2.3 remain qualitatively the same as \( \gamma \) is varied about the nominal value of 5. That is, CSs are preferentially observed close to ESWs, and the CSs nearby ESWs do not show significantly different properties from randomly chosen CSs. See Servidio et al. [2011] for a further discussion of CSs and reconnection event detection efficiency as a function of PVI threshold \( \gamma \).

[23] Figure 4 demonstrates how a CS is identified by the \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) method. The top panel shows the magnetic field components in GSE coordinates at 92 ms resolution. The CS is indicated by two vertical dashed lines. The second panel shows \( \text{PVI}_{t} \) for 0.092 < \( dt \) < 12 s as overlaid color line plots. 130 values of \( dt \) are used in the analysis, in steps of 92 ms, but for clarity, only nine representative \( dt \) curves are plotted (\( dt = 0.736, 2.116, 3.496, 4.876, 6.256, 7.636, 9.016, 10.396, \) and 11.776 s). \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) is indicated by the heavy black line enveloping the colored line plots. Once \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} < 5 \) are removed, the largest value in the remaining “island” of \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) is chosen to represent the CS. The identified CS therefore has \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} = 8.24 \), which occurs for \( dt = 0.736 \) s at the location of the leftmost vertical dashed line in the top panel. The rightmost vertical dashed line is simply the location of largest \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \). Plus 0.736 s, 343,927 CSs are identified in the Wind magnetometer data during 2007 by the \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) method. This represents an average of 942 CSs identified per day.

2.3. Solitary Waves and CSs

[24] For each of the 4,393 ESW events, the CS closest to the position of Wind at the instant of ESW observation is identified. For clarity, these CSs are hereafter referred to as E-CSs. As a control sample, 4,113 randomly selected times in the magnetometer data are chosen (12 per day, less those locations that occurred during magnetometer data gaps). The CS closest to Wind at each randomly selected time is then identified. These CSs are referred to as R-CSs.

Figure 4. Top panel: GSE Magnetic field measured on 1 January 2007 near 10 h, 44 min, 21 s, 344 ms. Dashed lines indicate start and end of identified current sheet. Bottom panel, colored curves: Partial Variance Increment (PVI) for 9 of the 130 considered scales (\( dt \)) of step size 92 ms. Plotted scales are \( dt = 0.736, 2.116, 3.496, 4.876, 6.256, 7.636, 9.016, 10.396, \) and 11.776 s. Bottom panel, thick envelope curve: \( \text{PVI}_{\text{max}} \) at each time.
The distance between Wind (a point) and each E-CS or R-CS (a plane) is calculated as the product of the component of the solar wind velocity normal to the CS surface and the temporal separation between the CS observation by Wind and either the time of ESW observation (for E-CSs) or the randomly selected time (for R-CSs). This assumes planar CSs moving past the spacecraft with the solar wind velocity. The thickness of each CS is taken into account in that distances are calculated with respect to the center of each CS.

Figure 5 shows (1) the distribution of distances between Wind and E-CSs (black) and (2) the distribution of distances between Wind and R-CSs (red) for all of 2007. Each population has been normalized to 1. The primary plot shows distances up to $1.1 \times 10^5$ km, while the inset plot shows distances up to $9 \times 10^3$ km. From this data, it is evident that ESWs preferentially occur close to CSs. Further, Figure 5 shows that the probability of finding a CS near an ESW increases with decreasing distance to the nearest CS. Approximately 47% of all ESW observation locations occur within $6 \times 10^3$ km of a CS, compared with only ~17% of the randomly chosen locations. Similar plots made using only data from any given month during 2007 show the same preference for ESWs to occur near CSs (plots not shown). Error bars on the inset plot represent counting uncertainties of $\pm \sqrt{N}$ where $N$ is the number of events in a given bin.

Figure 6 shows peak-to-peak ESW amplitude as a function of distance between Wind and E-CSs. The peak-to-peak amplitudes refer to the vector sum of the peak-to-peak amplitudes measured separately on the $E_x$ and $E_y$ orthogonal antennas. The data presented here have been normalized such that each point shows the average amplitude and distance for an equal number of ESW events (100 for each point). For example, the leftmost point shows the average amplitude and distance for the 100 ESWs that are closest to a CS. From this plot, one can see that average ESW amplitude decreases with increasing distance from CSs. The average ESW amplitude decreases by about 1/2 over 6000 km in ESW to CS distance, while events beyond 6000 km do not show strong amplitude changes with increasing distance. However, these distant ESW events cannot be conclusively related to the nearest identified CS (see Figure 5).

Figures 7–10 show distributions of shear angle, thickness, vector magnetic field change ($|\Delta B|$), and $v_{sw}$ for E-CSs (black traces) and R-CSs (red traces). For these plots, only E-CS events with Wind-to-CS distances less than 6000 km are considered (2036 events). This distance restriction emphasizes differences between E-CSs and R-CSs by selecting only those distances where ESWs are more likely than...
random to be observed near a CS (see Figure 5). Here, shear angle is defined as the angle through which the magnetic field rotates across a CS, and thickness is calculated assuming a three-dimensional locally planar CS moving with the solar wind velocity. Again, error bars represent counting uncertainties of $\pm \sqrt{N}$ for each bin are included.

From Figures 7–10, one can see small differences between CS populations in that E-CSs are slightly more likely to have larger shear angles and larger $|\Delta B|$ when compared to R-CSs. Also, E-CSs are more likely than R-CSs be observed when $v_{sw} > 580$ km/s and E-CSs are less likely than R-CSs be observed when $v_{sw} < 580$ km/s.

3. Discussion

BGK phase space holes are known to be generated by instabilities such as electron-electron two-steam or electron-ion Buneman instabilities. These instabilities can be localized to CSs due to currents supported by CS magnetic shear or because of magnetic reconnection somewhere along a given CS.

CSs by definition contain a current ($J$) associated with the magnetic shear, given by $r_{\perp}/B = \mu_0 n_i q_e v_i/\sqrt{c}$ across the CS. If strong enough, this CS current can directly drive a Buneman instability within the CS. To determine whether solar wind CSs at 1 AU have the correct order of magnitude of currents to drive ESWs by Buneman instability, one can define the CS current as:

$$\nabla \times B = \mu_0 J = \mu_0 n_i q_e (v_i - v_e) \dot{J}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the ion density $n_i$ is used because quasi-neutrality is assumed, $q_e$ is the fundamental charge, and $v_i, v_e$ are the proton and electron thermal velocities. A Buneman-unstable distribution requires a minimum separation between proton and electron thermal distributions of $1.34 v_e$ to generate ESWs [Buneman, 1959] and greater drifts if non-thermal electron and ion populations are considered. For this order of magnitude calculation, $(v_i - v_e) = 2v_e$ is used. $\nabla \times B$ can be written as

$$\left( \frac{\partial B_z}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial B_y}{\partial z} \right) \hat{x} - \left( \frac{\partial B_y}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial B_x}{\partial z} \right) \hat{y} + \left( \frac{\partial B_x}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial B_y}{\partial x} \right) \hat{z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\hat{x}$ and $\hat{y}$ are in the plane of the CS, and $\hat{z}$ is parallel with the CS normal. For a CS that is a tangential discontinuity, $B_z = 0$. For a CS that is locally planar, $\partial B_\perp/\partial y = \partial B_\parallel/\partial x = 0$. Taking $B_x = 0$, equation (2) reduces to $\partial B_z/\partial z$, 

\hspace{1cm} 

Figure 8. Distributions (normalized to 1) of current sheet thickness for current sheets closest to all randomly chosen observation times (red trace) and current sheets within 6000 km of Wind when ESWs are observed (black trace).

Figure 9. Distributions (normalized to 1) of the magnitude of the vector magnetic field change for current sheets closest to all randomly chosen observation times (red trace) and current sheets within 6000 km of Wind when ESWs are observed (black trace).

Figure 10. Distributions (normalized to 1) of $v_{sw}$ at current sheets closest to all randomly chosen observation times (red trace) and current sheets within 6000 km of Wind when ESWs are observed (black trace).
which is approximately equal to the change in $B_z$ across the width of the CS ($\Delta B_z/\Delta z$). With a CS shear angle of $180^\circ$, $\Delta B_z = 2B_z$, and the condition for driving a Buneman instability from CS magnetic shear alone becomes

$$v_c \lesssim \left( \frac{B_z}{\Delta z} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{n_i T_e}} \right). \quad (3)$$

[31] For typical 1 AU solar wind CS values $B_z \approx 9nT$, $\Delta z = 200$ km, and $n_i \approx 9$ cm$^{-3}$, the right-hand side of equation (3) becomes $\sim 45$ km/s, 3.3% of the typical solar wind electron thermal velocity (1,326 km/s for 10 eV electrons). Based on these values, a typical solar wind CS at 1 AU does not carry enough current to drive a Buneman instability. However, estimates of CS thickness and $B_z$ across the CS at 1 AU come from the Wind/MAG fluxgate magnetometer measurements. The MAG data are low pass filtered and so by design cannot contain information about higher-frequency (potentially higher-amplitude) fluctuations.

[32] Interestingly, if one scales 1 AU CS values to solar wind at the closest perihelion of the future Solar Probe Plus mission, 8.5 Solar Radii (Rs) from the solar surface, $B_z = 2,100nT$, $\Delta z \approx 2km$, $n_i \approx 4,022$ cm$^{-3}$, $T_e \approx 85$ eV, and the right-hand side of equation (3) becomes 33% of the local electron thermal speed. Under these conditions, a solar wind CS with a magnetic field fluctuation only a few times the nominal B-field strength can directly drive a Buneman instability capable of producing ESWs.

[33] Recent observations by [Osman et al., 2012] indicate that increased plasma temperatures and large PVI values are often observed in plasma that is near the thresholds of the mirror-mode, ion-cyclotron, and fire-hose instabilities. While Buneman is a small-scale instability, unlikely to act over large swaths of plasma, it can perhaps account for some of the dissipation of magnetic free energy at CSs. This would be especially relevant for exceptionally thin, small-scale CS where growth of ESWs and other Buneman-unstable waves would quickly saturate a CS-driven Buneman instability, lowering the current of the unstable portion of the CS, thereby reducing the magnetic shear that can be supported at that location. The generation of ion-gyroscale CSs by turbulent cascade in the solar wind (see [Greco et al., 2009] and references therein) could be one mechanism by which fine structures with Buneman-unstable magnetic shear are constantly regenerated, leading to the observation of ESW associated with CSs at 1 AU.

[34] If magnetic reconnection occurs along a given CS, Buneman or electron two-stream instabilities will likely be driven at the reconnection site [Drake et al., 2003; Che et al., 2010]. Simulations of magnetic reconnection often show the formation of bipolar ESWs along reconnection separatrices [Pritchett & Coroniti, 2004; Drake et al., 2005; Lapenta et al., 2011]. In full three-dimensional reconnection at solar wind-like small-shear angle CSs (i.e., large guide field), ESWs are likely to exit the reconnection site along the guide field direction. Given the complex geometry of a three-dimensional reconnection site [Daughton et al., 2011] and the implied high speed of the observed ESWs ($\sim v_c$), one can easily imagine observing a reconnection-generated ESW near a CS that does not show the classic signs of reconnection (e.g., bifurcation of the CS, velocity jets [Gosling et al., 2005]),

[37] Additionally, reconnection simulations show that strong ESWs develop in density cavities along reconnection separatrices where the density may reach an order of magnitude below the ambient plasma density [Pritchett & Coroniti, 2004; Drake et al., 2005]. While Wind either cannot resolve these cavities or does not observe them due to its location far from the reconnection x-line when ESWs are observed, the data do not conclusively rule out ESW generation by reconnection-driven Buneman instability in the solar wind.

[38] Observationally, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions about reconnection signatures of CSs near ESWs for two reasons. First, most CSs identified near ESWs are narrower than 6 s, the minimum amount of time required for Wind particle instruments to return two samples of full particle moment data. This makes it impossible to conclusively identify reconnection events by their outflow jets. Second, TDS waveform captures are triggered by high amplitude electric fields, not by reconnection events, and therefore electric field data coverage of identifiable reconnection events is sporadic. Ideally, one would first identify reconnection events by their magnetic signatures and reconnection jets and then examine electric field data for ESWs. Such a study is not practical because the bandwidth required to telemeter extended time coverage of high cadence electric field data exceeds the capabilities of current spacecraft.

[39] The property distributions of E-CSs examined in section 2.3 suggest a preference for reconnection at E-CSs compared to R-CSs. E-CSs are more likely to show larger shear angles as well as larger vector magnetic field changes, and preferentially appear in the slow solar wind ($v_w \lessapprox 580$ km/s). This last property echoes observations showing that reconnecting CSs are rare in the high speed solar wind ($> 550$ km/s) [Gosling et al., 2007; Gosling, 2007].

[40] Streaming instabilities are also known to generate ESWs. For example, ESWs are associated with double layers in the terrestrial aurora [Ergun et al., 1999b] and magnetotail [Ergun et al., 2009]. None of the Wind/TDS waveforms in this data set were unequivocally identified as double layers. Even so, this does not rule out the presence of double layers at CSs as double layers are expected to be rare compared to the phase space holes that they produce [Ergun et al., 2009].

[41] The MTSI between ions reflected by high mach number shocks and electrons can also lead to ESW generation [Matsukiyo & Scholer, 2006], but few of the identified CSs are also shocks.

[42] Langmuir waves, which are often generated by bump-on-tail electron beam instability, have been observed to occur in the solar wind coincident with magnetic discontinuities [Lin et al., 1996]. While [Lin et al., 1996] reported some Langmuir waves at individual discontinuities (25%), most Langmuir waves reported (75%) were associated with depressions in the overall magnetic field strength bounded by a pair of discontinuities, often called magnetic holes. Beam instabilities are thought to be excited at magnetic holes due to a combination of adiabatic motion and time-of-flight effects acting on strahl electrons as they traverse the bounding discontinuities [MacDowall et al., 1996; Briand et al., 2010]. However, few of the CSs with nearby ESWs identified in the current study are positively identified as magnetic holes.

[43] ESWs are also observed in the STEREO/TDS data. The twin STEREO spacecraft orbit the Sun at 1 AU, one
ahead and one behind the Earth. These two spacecraft have three orthogonal 6 m electric field sensors operating as monopoles. Electric field data can be obtained from the potential difference between the electrostatic center of a given sensor and the spacecraft body, though the effective length of these antennas is only 1 m, much shorter and therefore much less sensitive than the electric field sensors on Wind. STEREO carries an improved version of the Wind/TDS receiver [Bougeret et al., 2008] and is capable of recording data from all three orthogonal sensors to make waveform captures of 65 ms (sampled at 256 kS/s) or 130 ms (sampled at 125 kS/s). The STEREO electric field sensors are also AC coupled with little response below a few 10’s of Hz.

[44] ESWs are observed in STEREO/TDS data infrequently due to two effects: (1) The STEREO antennas are much shorter than the Wind antennas and therefore much less able to resolve the low amplitude electric fields of typical solar wind ESWs (0.5 mV/m). (2) The STEREO/TDS triggered data collection is dominated by dust impact waveforms [Zaslavsky et al., 2012] to such a degree that only a small portion of the data returned to Earth is free of dust spike contamination. Even with these limitations, one can occasionally find large amplitude ESWs (> 2 mV/m) in the STEREO/TDS data.

[45] The advantage of STEREO/TDS data is the availability of all three components of the electric field vector. Examining the three-dimensional electric field structure of 12 STEREO/TDS ESW events, it is found that these structures have bipolar $E_B$ and tripolar $E_s$ morphology, exactly as those observed by the Wind/TDS when $\mathbf{B}$ was in the Wind spin plane. Also, all 12 identified STEREO/TDS ESWs were observed within 4000 km of solar wind CSs.

4. Conclusions

[46] This work used Wind spacecraft data to examine bipolar ESWs in the solar wind, finding that (1) the probability of observing ESWs increases with decreasing distance to magnetic discontinuities (CSs) at 1 AU. (2) Solitary wave amplitudes are larger closer to CSs. (3) Polarization data suggests that the solitary waves are mostly electron phase space holes. (4) Distributions of the properties of CSs with nearby solitary waves and those of randomly chosen CSs are not strongly different.

[47] Based on these observations, we conclude that an instability capable of producing ESWs is active at CSs in the solar wind at 1 AU. Possible instabilities include beam, Buneman, and two stream. As far as it is possible to determine from the data examined in this study, solar wind CSs are not observed to support enough current to directly drive Buneman instabilities, and no observational evidence for beam instabilities was discovered. Buneman or two-stream instability driven by magnetic reconnection may generate the observed solitary waves, but the properties of CSs with nearby solitary waves only suggest reconnection and offer no unequivocal evidence.

[48] The observation of solitary waves at solar wind CSs requires an instability to be active at CSs throughout the free solar wind. In the case of magnetic-shear driven Buneman or reconnection-driven Buneman or two stream, such instabilities may indicate the conversion of magnetic energy into plasma kinetic energy localized to solar wind CSs, a process suggested by turbulence studies.
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